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Two major news appeared on the headlines-the first being Arianna and Noah's public announcement 
that they were in a relationship. The media caught the couple on camera on a date being intimate with 
each other. 
 
When asked if they had plans to get married or if they got involved because their families had proposed 
a business marriage, the couple gave the media a vague response while not denying its possibility. 
 
If the two families did decide to be united in marriage, it would be massive news as Arianna and Noah 
had issues with Lily. The Tanner family was responsible for pressing charges against Lily for a corporate 
crime. 
 
Simultaneously, the Perfumers’ Society claimed that Lily did not have an official license to practice her 
career as a perfumer. 
 
With these two issues combined, it looked like they were working together to take Lily down. 
 
public was distracted from the issue of Lily's perfumer license. However, the media refocused their 
attention again after 
 
was working together to take Lily down. There were also people claiming that Lily was the one who had 
problems, as she was not a well-known public figure, so why would the Tanner family or the Perfumers’ 
Society work together 
 
false information and her audio recording from before, saying 
 
her work and preparing for her counterattack. She had almost completed her new line of perfume, 
which progressed at the same speed as Lisa's orders. All that was left was the lab test, and everything 
 
continuously. She was just waiting for the court to make its final decision. Soon after, something huge 
 
was the mastermind behind this corporate crime and told Lily to add harmful ingredients to the Tanner 
Corporation's new perfume. He also claimed he wanted consumers to 
 
police so much 
 
only link between Lily and him was just a single transaction, nothing 
 
the police where or when they met to discuss their plans. The police also could not find the perfumer 
Damian had previously encountered. If what he said 
 
too abruptly. It was so strange 


